94      LEARNING TO LIVE, AND TO LIVE WITH OTHERS
and participated in by parents and friends serve to increase
leisure-time interests which bring parents and their children
into play relationships. At the same time they give expression
to artistic knowledge and ability, and become a source of com-
mon interests.3 Today an exhibit of airplane models being
made by many children would be in close relation to world
interests and might lead to better understanding of interna-
tional situations if leaders would direct attention to the wider
implications in the shortening of distances.
Games that are planned by the children and played at the
school parties, or worked out and practiced in class in the
home-living rooms, suggest to the children how they can en-
tertain friends at the parties they have at home. Writing out
directions for games, planning refreshments and preparing
them, greeting guests, 'and otherwise acting as hosts and
hostesses at real parties, constitute living situations in which
wholesome social relations may develop.
The commercialism of many recreations, especially in the
small towns and cities, tends to pull families in different di-
rections during their play hours, but school experiences in
home living may lead into or away from certain recreations.
The radio, the automobile, hobbies, crafts, and the basement
playroom or workshop have possibilities for unifying family
life. The use made of these, however, frequently causes fric-
tion between the older and younger generations. In the small
city house or apartment this sometimes can be attributed to
crowding which tends to cause tensions and lack of tolerance.
A school round table discussion of abstract case studies in
which one or more aspects of family recreation problems are
considered might have beneficial results in children's attitudes
at home.
Barriers arising from ager differences might be lowered, and
stronger loyalties developed, if a particularly fine social expe-
rience ba$ occurred at school which the children, teachers,
I possible, the parents have planned and enjoyed.
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